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FIXING STRATEGIES  
CAN PROTECT INTEREST 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 
AGAINST UNFAVOURABLE 
MARKET RATES, ALTHOUGH 
WE MAY COME TO REGRET 
LOCKING IN. DOUG 
WILLIAMSON EXPLAINS

Many treasury risks arise from volatile 
market prices. To hedge this type of 
risk in practice, many treasurers use 

fixing derivatives. 
One example is a forward rate agreement 

(FRA). Let’s apply this learning to a 
practical case study, using an FRA to protect 
interest income. Of course, the same 
principles apply when using other fixing 
derivatives (for example, FX forwards)  
to hedge other market risks (for example, 
currency risk).

FRA tops up interest income
Depositors fear low market interest rates. 
Low rates mean less income. An appropriate 
FRA can provide a welcome top-up should 
actual (short-term) interest rates turn  
out to be lower than previously expected, 
effectively fixing a hedged rate of income.

We are AmericaWatches (AW), a US-
headquartered group. AW has agreed to sell 
a subsidiary for a large sum in US dollars. 
We expect to receive the sale proceeds in 
three months’ time. We’ve decided to invest 
the proceeds in a fixed deposit for six 
months, starting in three months’ time. 

AW’s concern is falling interest rates, 
reducing interest income. An appropriate 
FRA would pay AW cash compensation if 
interest rates were to fall, as feared. 

Fixing derivative

Fixing derivative instruments, such as 
FRAs, hedge an exposure to a market 

price, by effectively fixing a hedged market 
price or rate. The derivative instrument is 
a separate contract from any underlying 

exposure being hedged.

Counterparty

The other party to a derivative contract  
is known as the counterparty.

FRA priced at 1.6%
Accordingly, AW takes out an appropriate 
FRA, priced at 1.6%. The FRA counterparty 
will pay AW compensation, based on any 
shortfall between the market reference rate 
and the FRA rate of 1.6%. Conversely, AW 
must pay the FRA counterparty if the 
relevant market interest rate is above 1.6%.

To keep our example simple, assume AW 
deposits the sale proceeds at the market 
reference rate.

Market rate 1%
If the market rate turns out to be 1%, this  
is the low rate AW earns from its deposit  
in the market. This is the situation we 
feared. Interest income, before hedging, 
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Market rate 
paid (%)

Less: received 
from FRA 

v 1.8%

= Hedged 
COST (%)

2.0 (0.2) 1.8

2.5 (0.7) 1.8

3.0 (1.2) 1.8

High rates are bad news for borrowers. 
Without the FRA, we’d have suffered the 
full market rate payable, without any 
compensation. As a borrower, BorrowCo is 
better off with the FRA, when market rates 
go up.

Your turn 
 
Continuing BorrowCo’s case study, identify 
the hedged interest expense achieved if the 
market rate turns out to be 1.0%.

Learning strategies 
We’ve seen that a fixing strategy for hedging, 
while giving a company greater certainty about 
the rate that will be realised on an exposure, 
always risks opportunity losses. By contrast, 
applying a continuous learning strategy has  
no significant downside. You are guaranteed  
to add value to your organisation and career. 

(Check your answer.)*

has fallen. However, compensation is 
received from the FRA.

The FRA will pay AW the difference 
between the FRA rate of 1.6% and the 
market rate of 1%. This is 0.6%, nicely 
topping up AW’s interest income. Total 
hedged income will be 1 + 0.6 = 1.6%. 

Market rates bad: better hedged
Without the FRA, AW would only have 
received the market rate of 1%. As 
depositors, we’re better off with our FRA. 
Hedged interest income is fully protected 
against any falls in the market rate.

Market rate 
received (%)

Add: received 
from FRA 

v 1.6%

= Hedged 
income (%)

1.5 0.1 1.6

1.0 0.6 1.6

0.5 1.1 1.6

Separate contract:  
different counterparty
Remember, the FRA is a separate contract 
from the deposit. Indeed, the FRA is 
normally with a different counterparty.  
The rights and obligations under the FRA 
don’t depend on the deposit. They are two 
separate deals.

Where’s the catch?
The FRA seems too good to be 
true. It pays out exactly the 
top-up amounts of money 
needed. Who’s paying for 
this wonderful benefit?

In financial markets,  
if you don’t understand 
who pays for something, 
it’s usually you. AW has 
obligations under this 
FRA, as well as rights.

FRA obligations
The main obligation is to pay 
the FRA counterparty if the 
market rate goes in the other direction. 
Here, AW must pay the FRA counterparty 
any excess of the market rate, over the FRA 
rate of 1.6%. The net result is that AW’s 
hedged income achieved is still 1.6%.

Market rate 
received (%)

Less: PAID 
under FRA 

v 1.6%

= Hedged 
income (%)

2.0 (0.4) 1.6

2.5 (0.9) 1.6

3.0 (1.4) 1.6

When market rates go up in this 
situation, a depositor is worse off with  
the FRA. With hindsight, as depositors, 
we’d have got more net income if we  
hadn’t hedged.

Can’t we get out of it?
Sorry, no. If that were allowed, FRA 
counterparties would never make any 
money. No one would make a market  
in FRAs.

This situation, of wishing that we hadn’t 
committed to a fixed rate, is known as an 
‘opportunity loss’, or ‘opportunity cost’. 
We’re locked in, losing the flexibility to 
take advantage of better market rates.

The only way to enjoy protection against 
unfavourable rates, while still retaining 
flexibility, is to buy an option. However, 
options bring their own risks and costs, 
usually including an upfront premium.

Can derivatives hedge  
expenses, too?
They certainly can. However, as we’ll see, 
the price of the derivative will be worse  
for the customer. Let’s take another 
practical interest rate example, this time 
hedging interest expense.

Say BorrowCo needs to draw down a loan 
in three months’ time, for a six-month 
period, to be priced at the prevailing 

market rate in three months’ time.

What’s BorrowCo 
worried about?

BorrowCo’s concern is 
that market rates might 
go up, making the 
borrowing more 
expensive. Happily, 
BorrowCo can take  
out an FRA to hedge  

this risk.
The cash flows of 

BorrowCo’s FRA, hedging 
interest expense, are in the 

opposite direction from the FRA 
that AW used earlier, to hedge its 

interest income. Naturally, the pricing will 
be worse for the customer, say 1.8% here.

FRA to hedge borrowing, 1.8%
If the market rate goes up, the FRA 
counterparty compensates the borrower. 
BorrowCo receives any excess of the market 
rate over the FRA rate of 1.8%. Making the 
simplifying assumption that we borrow  
at the market reference rate, our hedged 
interest expense is now effectively fixed  
at the FRA rate.

Doug Williamson is a finance 
and treasury coach

With thanks to Paul Cowdell and Jonathan 
Jeffery for their valued suggestions.
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MEET 
TREASURY MINDS

Go to the ACT Annual 
Conference in Manchester on 
16 and 17 May. Network, learn, 

have fun and be inspired!
www.treasurers.org/

annualconference
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FREE RECORDED 
WEBINAR: INTEREST 

RATE MARKETS
Explore the wider context 

of interest rate markets and 
strategies to tackle risk.

www.treasurers.org/
interestratemarkets
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